ALEXA Mini SUP 5.3 - underlined values represent the FACTORY defaults
based on ALEXA Mini with 4:3, ARRIRAW License & Look Library
### Menu Settings

#### Recording
- **Recording Codec**: 422 HQ, 4444 XL, AFR IMM
- **Resolution**: ProRes: 512 HD, 4444 HD, 4444 XL, ARRIRAW
- **Quality**: 2.3:1.8:1 ARRI FF, 2.35:1.8:1 ARRIRAW, 2.3:1.8:1 IRIS, 2.35:1.8:1 ARRIRAW

#### Factory Reset
- Manage user setups on USB drive
- User setups on camera
- User setups installed

#### Prepare USB Medium
- Prepare USB medium
- Delete last clip
- Erase card
- Test tone (On, Off)
- Channel 1/2, level
- Channel 1/2, gain (0dB to +30dB; 0dB)

#### Audio Recording
- Prerecording max. duration (1-20s in HD, max. 7.6s in UHD)
- Tally MVF-1 (On, Off)
- Card full beeper (On, Off)
- Rec start beeper (On, Off)
- Stop motion beeper (On, Off)
- 2.8K, 16:9 HD Analog.
- 2.39:1 2K Analog.
- 3.2K, 4K UHD, 4:3 2.8K

#### Status Components
- SDI format (422 2.5G LT, 422 3G HD, 444 3G HD, 422 3G LT HD, 422 6G HD, 422 6G LT HD)
- SDI frame rate (23.976p, 24p, 25p, 29.97p, 30p, 50p, 50i/p, 59.94p, 59.94i/p, 60p, 23.976p, 24p, 25p, 50p, 50i/p, 60p)
- SDI 1, SDI 2 level (1 to 9999)
- SDI 1, SDI 2 format (422 LT, 422 HD, 422 HD LT, 422 SD SDI)
- SDI 2 frame rate (23.976p, 24p, 25p, 29.97p, 30p, 50p, 50i/p, 59.94p, 59.94i/p, 60p, 23.976p, 24p, 25p, 50p, 50i/p, 60p)
- SDI 2 3G level (1 to 999 (A only for 444))
- SDI 2 image (Clean, Processed)

#### Overlay Monitor
- Choose frame line
- Frame line color (Red, Blue, Cyan, Yellow, White, Black)
- Frame line intensity (1-4; 3)
- User rectangles (Off, Rect 1, Rect 2, Rect 1+2)
- User pixel mask active (No, Yes)
- Mirror image (Off, V, H, V+H)
- Genlock (Off, SYNC IN, TC IN)

#### Metadata
- Electronic horizon (On, Off)
- Mirror image (Off, V, H, V+H)
- Genlock source (Sync, TC)
- Frame rate (23.976p, 24p, 25p, 29.97p, 30p, 50p, 50i/p, 60p, 23.976p, 24p, 25p, 50p, 50i/p, 60p)

#### User Buttons
- Manual controller, choose network
- Virtual Wireless (Off, On)
- Set password
- CAP server enabled (On, Off)
- CAP (Host, Client)
- CAP server enabled (On, Off)

#### System Configuration
- **Language**: English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Dutch, Portuguese, Russian, Hebrew
- **Date & Time**: Auto, Manual
- **Wireless**: Auto, Manual
- **UPS**: Off, On
- **Power/battery** (A, B, A+B)
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